We demonstrate a rear-side phase-locking architecture with two high-brightness diode lasers. This technique is based on the passive phase-locking of emitters in an external cavity on their rear facet, and their coherent combination on the front facet. Two high-brightness high-power tapered laser diodes are coherently combined using a Michelson-based cavity. The combining efficiency is above 80% and results in an output power of 6.7 W in a nearly diffraction-limited beam. The rear-side architecture is then used with a laser bar of 5 tapered emitters using an interferometric extended cavity, based on a diffractive optical element. We describe the experimental evaluation of the diffractive optical element, and the phase-locked operation of the laser bar.
INTRODUCTION
Diode lasers are the most efficient technology for converting electrical energy into useful light. However, this efficiency is not available to most industrial users due to the low brightness of direct diode laser sources. Overcoming this limitation would deliver a technological breakthrough in cost effective, high-brilliance laser diode sources for industrial applications. The beam combination of several high-brilliance diode sources appears to be the best option to that goal. Industrial diode laser systems based on spectral beam combining (SBC) or incoherent beam combining (IBC) are already available 1, 2 . Combination of SBC and IBC can also be implemented with the aim to reach the kW level of continuous optical power with a good beam quality. Such systems would consist of several stages involving successive beam combination set-ups: this is the architecture investigated within the European-funded BRIDLE project 3 . The building block of these systems is based on low power diode laser emitters with a very good beam quality and a high electrical-tooptical (E-O) conversion efficiency. Further scaling of the final output brightness would imply to improve the initial brightness of the building block, for example by the use of coherent beam combining (CBC) techniques. CBC consists in the superposition of individual laser beams by constructive interference, providing a single high-power laser beam with excellent spectral and spatial properties 4 . Over the years, different approaches were investigated 5 : either active phaselocking of amplifiers 6, 7 or passive self-organization of emitters in a common laser cavity [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . For simplicity and industrial purposes, passive techniques are here favored to improve the building block performance. In the following, we investigate a new CBC architecture using a common extended cavity on the back side of diode lasers for phase locking, while the coherent beam superposition of the phase-locked beams is realized on the front side. As a result, the E-O conversion efficiency of the phase-locked laser cavity is increased as compared to standard frontside configurations [9] [10] [11] . Moreover, such an extended cavity placed on the rear side provides the strong optical feedback required for phase-locked operation far from the laser threshold. This configuration is first demonstrated with two Ridge current (mA) Frequency / Hz individual high-brightness tapered devices 13 in a Michelson-type extended cavity 12, 14 , highlighting the capability of such setup for high power operation. A cavity architecture is then proposed to extend this configuration to a 5-emitter laser bar, with the use of a continuous phase diffractive optical element as the combiner element. The experimental evaluation of the phase grating is achieved and the phase-locked operation of the laser bar is studied.
PHASE LOCKING AND COHERENT COMBINING OF TWO EMITTERS

Description of the tapered lasers
The tapered laser devices used emitted at around λ = 976 nm. The lasers consist of a 2 mm long ridge section, and a 4 mm long tapered section (α T = 6° taper angle). The front (tapered section) facet has a 0.5% reflectivity, while the rear (ridge section) facet has a R < 0.1% coating. Details of the design of the tapered diodes are given in [ref. 15] . The tapered lasers are mounted p-side up on C-mounts whose dimension matches to the total chip length of 6 mm, in order to allow optical access to both facets. As compared to conductively cooled packages, it limits how effectively the lasers are cooled. Electrical contact to the tapered region is made via a custom-dimensioned CuW sub-mount, which is soldered to the p-side of the device for uniform pumping and improved cooling. The ridge section is contacted separately via wirebonds. The two sections are separately driven by currents I R and I T , respectively. With a high-reflectivity extended cavity on their rear facet, the extracted optical power reaches 4 W at I R = 400 mA and I T = 6 A, corresponding to an E-O conversion efficiency of 33%. The beam is diffraction-limited along the fast axis, while along the slow axis, the beam quality factor is M² 4σ ≈ 2.5 at I T = 6 A -with about 80% of the extracted power contained in the diffraction-limited central lobe. The radiance, that highlights the ability of extracting high optical power P while maintaining a good beam quality, is B = P / (λ² × M²) ≈ 200 MW.cm -2 .sr -1 at 6 A. For such lasers, separate (rear side) phase-locking and (front side) coherent combining is the preferred and most promising configuration, as optical feedback into the front facet (tapered-section) might deteriorate the beam quality, and even lead to early device failure. Additionally the phaselocking is achieved with diffraction limited beams from the rear (ridge) sections. First, the phase noise characterization of the devices is done using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer as follows: a seed laser beam is split into two arms, one including a tapered amplifier device and the other acting as a reference arm; the interference pattern is then observed after superposition of both beams. The phase-shift induced by propagation through the amplifier is measured as a function of the operating currents in the ridge section. The single-pass phase shift is typically equal to π/35 per mA of the ridge current (see Fig. 1, left) . Since gain is saturated in the tapered section, the optical power extracted from each device remains nearly unaffected through a phase tuning of 2π with I R . Additionally, time fluctuations of the phase accumulated through an emitter are measured using both outputs I (in-phase) and Q (quadrature) of the interferometer: the phase is unambiguously determined by computing the inverse tangent of the ratio of Q and I. The resulting phase-noise, shown in Figure 1 (right), exhibits a low level in the high frequency range. As a result, the integrated phase noise shows that the most important contribution is below 10 Hz -indicating that the largest contribution comes from thermal drifts, with faster fluctuations only contributing to an integrated phase noise below π/100. 
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The The combining efficiency is limited by several factors, such as the proportion of incoherent light or mismatches between the beams 16 . To illustrate the high coherence between beams to be combined, a two-wave interference pattern is obtained by crossing the beams at a large angle (see Fig. 4 ). In the central part of the beams, dominated by the fundamental mode content, the visibility is 96% and can be shown to be a lower bound of the mutual coherence 17 . This is an indication that the ASE of the tapered devices is not a limitation, which is further confirmed by the spectrum analysis of the extendedcavity laser emission. Thus the remaining origins of the decrease in the beam combining efficiency come from mismatches in intensity and phase profiles. Since the beams are nearly single transverse mode, these mismatches can be separated in two parts: differences in higher-order mode content, and differences in fundamental mode profiles. To identify these contributions, first the intensity mismatches for the full beams are quantified from the overlap calculation between both measured intensity profiles 18 leading to 9% reduction of the combining efficiency at I T = 6 A. Second, we isolate the fundamental mode content by implementing a spatial filtering stage on the combined arm P' for the slow-axis (SA). The central diffraction-limited lobe of the beams is selected, corresponding to 80% of the optical output power for each beam (Fig.  3c) . Then the combined optical power reaches 6 W in a purely Gaussian beam, indicating that the combining efficiency is significantly improved from 82% to 92% at I T = 6 A and up to 95% at 3 A. These results are summarized in Figure 5 . A 5% decrease in efficiency in this case can be identified as a consequence of a residual astigmatism difference between Injected current on tapered region (A) ring fundamental modes. It is noteworthy that the output power of 6 W, obtained behind the SA filtering stage, demonstrates that 89% of the combined power extracted directly from the laser system is actually into the diffraction-limited central lobe. With this SA filtering, the radiance of our laser system reaches 600 MW.cm -2 .sr -1 . 
EXTENSION TO A FIVE-EMITTER LASER BAR
Laser bar
The following experiment is realized using a 5-tapered-emitter laser bar. The tapered laser devices used are similar to the individual ones described previously, with the same reflective coatings on both facets. The laser bar is soldered on a specifically designed copper heat sink to allow access to both facets while ensuring a good thermal evacuation. Each emitter is separately driven by both I R and I T currents (see Fig. 6 ), several wires are soldered from the edge contacts to the upper p-region of the emitters to ensure uniform electrical pumping. The collimation on the fast-axis is ensured by a cylindrical fast-axis collimator (FAC) with a focal length of 0.6 mm and a numerical aperture of 0.8. The smile of the laser bar has been measured below 0.5 µm RMS on both front and rear sides. Without any extended cavity, only spontaneous emission from the emitters is observed up to 3.5 A, showing the good quality of the AR coating on their rear (ridge section) facet. 
Experimental set-up
The experimental set-up proposed for the phase-locking of five emitters relies on the former rear-side extended cavity architecture demonstrated with two lasers. The laser cavity is built between a back HR mirror and the five front outputs of the laser devices on the tapered section side (Figure 7) . The key-element of the extended cavity is a continuous phase grating diffractive optical element (DOE) 19 , which is described in §3.3. Such a phase grating placed inside the extended cavity serves two purposes: as a beam combiner to superpose the five beams from the right (rear facet of the emitter) into a single beam on-axis, and as a beam splitter to couple the back reflected light from the HR mirror (left of emitters' rear facets) into the five emitters. The DOE couples light efficiently into the on-axis direction only when the incident beams are coherent and in the correct phase state. If the emitters are not mutually coherent, each one operates independently and is diffracted in five main diffraction orders. Since only one of these diffraction orders is along the optical axis and gets reflected back from the HR mirror, the power transmission per pass through the DOE will be of about 1/5, corresponding to a round-trip transmission in the order of (1/5)² through the extended cavity. The effect is equivalent if the emitters are mutually coherent but in the wrong phase state. Consequently in both cases the laser threshold radically increases. The laser system tends to lase in the mode with the lowest losses, thus the extended cavity favors the coherent operation of the laser bar with the proper phase state for efficient combining inside the cavity. A low-reflection glass plate is added inside the cavity for diagnostics in order to evaluate the cavity losses. The residual transmission of the HR mirror allows the measurement of the intra-cavity optical power for further analysis. 
Experimental test of the DOE used as beamsplitter 1 to 5 and combiner 5 to 1
The function of the DOE is to combine N beams with the correct phase state into one, or reversely to diffract one beam into N beams. This optical element is made with a silica plate in which a continuous phase profile was engraved and an additional AR coating added on both sides at the end of the process. The phase profile of the DOE used in this experiment has been designed numerically through an optimization procedure 20 to provide a diffraction efficiency in the 5 main orders theoretically better than 98% while maintaining a diffraction uniformity along the same orders better than 30% RMS (Fig. 8, bottom) . The phase state of the five main diffraction orders is (0 π 0 0 0). 
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The strong mutual coherence of the emitter is confirmed by observing the interference pattern occurring on the front side of the laser bar. Thanks to the measurements of the phase shift inside the gain medium implied with a current change (shown previously on Fig 1, left) , we are able to modify the accumulated phase through the emitters by changing their ridge section currents individually. A phase change of 2π of one emitter (for one roundtrip) does not modify the phaserelationship on the intra-cavity DOE, but induces only a π phase-shift on the front side. This feature of the extended cavity allows us to choose the relative phase between emitters on the front side by a multiple of π. Thus, the in-phase (0 0 0 0 0) and out-phase (0 π 0 π 0) modes of the bar can be alternately selected ( Figure 12 ). The finesse of the interference profiles measured in the far field is 5, which corroborates the fact that all emitters are phase-locked, with a strong mutual coherence evidenced by the high visibility (≥ 92%). 
CONCLUSION
We demonstrate an innovative CBC architecture for diode lasers, in which the emitters are passively phase-locked by means of an extended rear-side cavity. Here, this concept is firstly implemented with two tapered lasers in a Michelsontype cavity configuration, which are then coherently combined into a single beam. An optical power of 6.7 W is extracted from the laser system with > 82% net combining efficiency. Secondly, the rear-side technique is applied to a 5-emitter laser bar with a DOE as the combiner element, for which the phase-locked operation is obtained and studied. Up to 12 W are extracted under the phase-locked operation of the bar and the front combination of the beams is currently under study. The concept of this architecture is suitable for different laser types 21, 22 . However, the benefits of such rearside resonator architecture are highlighted in this experiment by the capability to use tapered devices reaching very high brightness per emitter, and also by avoiding any drop of the coherence at high currents.
